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The publication addresses the issue of stimulation through private media companies and foreign entities of anxiety and social tensions on the wave of the Covid-19 pandemic. The publication presents the process of influence of environments permanently involved in the process of disinformation, in activities serving to intensify social polarization and the effects of the crisis as a result of activity in the Internet space. An important element of the publication is to indicate the relationship between the described centers of influence spreading harmful content and their participation in the popularization of content convergent with the messages of Russian disinformation centers. The presented material is based on the analysis of content posted by portals identified as permanently involved in the process of popularization of Russian disinformation narratives. The aim of the article is to show the threat to social order resulting from the activities of unrestricted alternative portals influencing, among other things, social networks. The activity of the indicated environments, which seem to be partially copying the Russian information agenda, is shown as an element of activities destabilizing the modern country and society. The paper lists the specific aspects influenced by these environments, and emphasises the connection between these aspects and the goals of Kremlin policy (specific narratives and the goals they are supposed to pursue are indicated). Portals and examples of publications are also listed. The analysis aims to identify the threat to contemporary European society posed by the lack of adequate country control over the Internet (especially social networks) – this issue is examined in the context of attempts to exploit this condition by an external factor for hostile activity.
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The time of the Covid-19 pandemic and related social and economic processes have highlighted the extent to which contemporary society is susceptible to misinformation. The pandemic also highlighted the threats to country institutions due to increased disinformation activity by domestic and foreign actors. This study analyzes the latest activities of propaganda centers actively lobbying for content convergent with Russian propaganda. The research has been carried out in order to identify and describe the current trend, which seems to be stimulated by Russian centers of influence to achieve the goals of the Kremlin. We analyze actions of the Russian party relating to the Polish Internet space and activity of environments and platforms which openly or disguised undertake actions detrimental to the social order. On the basis of an analysis of the content of publications and materials distributed by the identified centers over a period of several months, conclusions relevant to understanding the ways in which the Kremlin influences Polish and Central European societies are presented.

Due to the Kremlin’s relatively limited ability to influence the Poles, which results, among other things, from the lack of functioning Russian television in the country and the lack of general knowledge of the Russian language (which makes it impossible to influence the audience’s perception through the use of Russian-language media networks), Moscow has been forced to adapt to conditions unfavorable from its point of view. The most effective form of building its network of influence centers seems to be through the Internet [1, p. 177; 2, p. 7]. The Russian party has had a network of alternative portals operating in Poland for many years, distributing narratives which are consistent with the Kremlin’s interests. The messages created are shared using active groups in social networks, which are open to Russian messages. Published content is supported by the involvement of the so-called trolls and bot accounts [3, p. 85]. At the same time, there are openly pro-Russian portals and groups coordinated by persons «sympathetic» to the Russian party. Trends in the pro-Russian information agenda are also determined by the Sputnik portal operating in Poland, which is a platform where leaders of given environments publish and who legitimize Russian messages.

The pandemic period has drawn public attention to a number of problems related to the health, economic, and political situation. In the face of the threat to the health of citizens and the problems arising from the restrictions on the functioning of society, there has been a widespread increase in the sense of threat and an increase in social discontent, which is associated with the blocking of certain sectors of the economy. Citizens of European countries, among others, have found themselves in a crisis situation that is unprecedented in modern Western societies. Communication between governments/institutions and citizens became an important element of stabilization efforts. Not always consistent and clear communication from the authorities caused a part of society to doubt official messages. The undermining of official messages and messages of key media was facilitated by the global trend of low trust in classical media and the growing importance of para-media developing, among others, in the sphere of social networks. The trend is manifested by a common social problem of identifying trustworthy sources of information [4].

Another negative factor is the problem of the perceived limitation of media awareness of their responsibility for the popularized message (specificity of communication in crisis situations) [5, p. 74]. The time of crisis, as a result of many factors which will be discussed below, manifested itself in media chaos, which resulted, among other things, from the lack of constant and uniform construction of messages by political centers and key media [6]. This situation was intensified by the activity of media centers with relatively low popularity which, seeing an opportunity to increase their popularity, decided to popularize controversial content that
attracted the attention of the audience. Unfortunately, such content often contributed to increased social polarization and tensions. This kind of activity is in the context of threats resulting from information wars taking place in the modern world [7, p. 14].

In connection with the crisis caused by the Covid-19 pandemic, centers permanently engaged in dissemination of disinformation and formation of communities believing in conspiracy theories began active production of messages fueling anti-vaccination and anti-government sentiments based on the myth of a «global conspiracy» aimed at bringing about the so-called «new order» («new world order»). Taking advantage of the crisis, these environments (broadcasting their message through alternative portals) have focused on attracting new message audiences (increasing their reach) by producing newer publications and audio-visual materials lobbying for more and more elaborate and absurd narratives. Centers involved in the popularization of Russian propaganda narratives played a unique role in the creation and dissemination of content undermining the sense of fighting the effects of the pandemic and content stimulating social unrest.

The activities of alternative portals permanently involved in the distribution of materials stimulating destabilization of the socio-political situation and the Polish version of the Russian portal «Sputnik» were focused on the following directions:

- Stimulation of protests, anti-government speeches, and social polarization (including building a positive image of protesters and communities – creating a positive term for «civil disobedience»).

- Building a negative image of the West and Western vaccines (spreading anti-vaccine panic – creating Western vaccines as part of efforts to control or exterminate humanity).

- Lobbying a positive image of Russia based on the theme of the Russian vaccine «Sputnik V». The vaccine was presented as extremely effective and «gaining popularity».

- Undermining trust in country institutions and classical media (suggesting that the media and country institutions are involved in a global conspiracy – deceiving the citizens), and also depreciating the image of key political forces and supporting political parties and environments with political ambitions of the so-called ‘anti-system character’, whose demands include lifting of sanctions imposed on the Russian Federation.

In the face of the pandemic, stimulating anti-governmental sentiments and building a positive image of the protesters (e.g. against «plandemics» – The term «plandemic» refers to an «planned» pandemic – one of the conspiracy theories.) is a harmful form of activity for these environments. It is worth remembering that protests and mass speeches are a factor that certainly does not positively influence the issue of limiting the effects of the pandemic. Both alternative portals involved in the process of popularizing Russian messages and the Russian portal «Sputnik» provide a platform that actively reports on anti-government protests of an anti-vaccine nature or those undermining the sense of the fight against the pandemic. While building their messages, both alternative portals involved in the disinformation process and portal «Sputnik» also focused on portraying the protests as «pro-freedom», «civic» initiatives, which are something bordering on the duty to fight against «pandemic totalitarianism». As examples of this kind of publications we can consider: «Demonstration «Let’s go for freedom!» in Warsaw – video» (portal «Sputnik»); «Numerous protests in Europe against Covid totalitarianism» (portal «ZmianyNaZiemi»); «Góralskie Veto. Grzegorz Braun: Now or never! Finally the knights came out from Giewont» (portal of «Najwyższy Czas») [8; 9]. The last of these publications refers to protests organized by a self-proclaimed leader of the inhabitants of a mountainous region in southern Poland (Podhale) against restrictions on tourism. To build these messages, statements were used, among others, by a member of the Polish Parliament, Grzegorz Braun («Konfederacja» party), who actively supports initiatives that undermine the fight against the Covid-19 pandemic.

Similarly, an exceptionally harmful form of action, similar to that indicated above, is the lobbying of conspiracy theories relating to the vaccine issue. Concentration of environments popularizing theories convergent with the Russian propaganda on broadcasting materials creating vaccines (Pfizer and AstraZeneca) as an element involved in the plan to «chip» humanity (gain control over it) or «murder it» contributes to the growth of anti-vaccine sentiments. Messages referring to a global conspiracy to destroy or invigilate society are extremely popular in the social networking space. Numerous groups that have so far engaged in self-disinformation regarding the alleged threat of 3G, 5G, so-called chemtrails, etc. have focused on combining previous narratives with pandemic themes – for example, they have created narratives according to which the pandemic was caused by 5G transmitters. Publications on such topics, again en masse, began to create portals involved in lobbying messages that coincided with Russian propagan-
da. As examples of the popularization of harmful messages relating to this topic, one should consider publications such as: «Bill Gates will spray chemicals from planes. It may lead to a catastrophe» (the portal of «Najwyższy Czas»); «They have enchained people in the USA and then tortured them!» (portal «Neon24») [10; 11]. Such actions are combined with the production of less «radical» messages (e.g. mass distribution of false information about deaths among vaccinated people – «URGENT! A man died one day after receiving the vaccine!» (the portal «Prawy.pl») have influenced the formation of serious groups of people who, believing in false messages, popularize among their friends and loved ones the belief that vaccines should be rejected [12]. The strengthening of anti-vaccine sentiments forms the basis for the formation of anti-vaccine protests (of an anti-governmental nature). In addition, these actions affect the negative attitude of people towards the possibility of vaccination – this, in turn, may generate greater effects of the pandemic (more sick, more dead and a longer period of blocking the economy).

Parallel to the activities aimed at building a negative image of Western vaccines, the discussed sources build a neutral and even positive image of the Russian vaccine. All the negative features that are attributed to vaccines refer to Western products – especially the Pfizer product is demonized. Resulting from the actions of the Russian centers, which are directed against Ukraine, the lobbying of the positive image of the Russian vaccine «Sputnik V» has the character of preparations for stimulating social ferment against the Polish government, which in the face of the crisis will not decide to purchase this vaccine. While in case of Ukraine, the Russian party has taken active measures to build a negative image of V. Zelensky, creating him as a «Russophobe», who despite the «critical situation» of the pandemic in Ukraine, rejects the «Russian offer», in the case of Poland, similar measures are a form of preparing the base for potential analogous actions. The following articles can be cited as examples of building a positive image of the «Sputnik V» vaccine: «Polish doctor talking about the Russian vaccine: It proves effective, negotiations with Russia should be considered» (portal «Sputnik»), or «Israel will not disdain the Russian vaccine Sputnik V, because it can be a good business» (portal «Najwyższy Czas») [13; 14].

The messages broadcasted by the above mentioned sources are reinforced by the content which reproduces the public resentment towards the government and the key political parties. The current government is portrayed as actively participating in a «global conspir-
of Poland, the Internet space remains a key element of the infosphere, which the Kremlin is trying to influence. The hard-to-control areas of social networks and online platforms such as YouTube remain an ideal tool for external actors to direct the mood of contemporary society. The conclusions that we receive as a result of the analysis of processes indirectly related to the pandemic crisis should open us up to a calm debate on the topic of introducing mechanisms related to attempts to control the indicated «tools».

As a result of the fact that experts, social activists and the Polish state apparatus perceives the threat of the Russian disinformation activities, new analytical centers and platforms for identifying propaganda and false content are emerging in Poland. Influence on Polish society conducted by NGO centers and private entities is manifested through active work with Polish content recipients through published analyzes and expert comments. Suitable and useful materials are shared in social networks, increasing the level of understanding of problem of the disinformation. The authorities of the Polish state, including the services, are also undertaking the fight against disinformation. One of examples is the activity by publishing materials informing citizens about the current disinformation campaigns conducted by the Russian side on the pages of the government portal «gov.pl». Those publications are distributed by nationwide media. The services activity is also manifested by neutralizing the harmful influence of Russian agents of influence – Russian journalists accused, inter alia, of for obtaining information that the Kremlin uses to conduct anti-Polish disinformation operations (expulsion from the country of Leonid Sviridov and Jevgenij Reshetiev).

The Polish state, individually and in cooperation with NATO and EU structures, as well as activists and experts, take steps to increase the resilience of Polish society to disinformation by acting, inter alia, in the field of education. The issue of counteracting disinformation by the structures of the Polish state, private entities and NGOs however, requires, a completely separate analysis. The current experience proves, that from the perspective of counteracting propaganda and disinformation, an important aspect still is a social education and the introduction of the problem of the threat posed by disinformation for democratic society to the national information agenda.
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